NOTICE

The competent authority has approved the grant of substantive rank of Lt Gen to IC-39812 K Maj Gen Girish Kumar, Surveyor General of India with effect from 31 January, 2018.

AUTHORITY:-

Military Secretary's Branch MS(X), Integrated HQ of MOD(Army), New Delhi's Letter No. A/47350/II/MS(X) dated 28-03-2018.

(S K SARKAR)
Lt Col
DEPUTY SURVEYOR GENERAL
SURVEYOR GENERAL'S OFFICE

DISTRIBUTION:-

1- The Secretary to the Govt. of India, Ministry of Science & Technology, (Deptt. of Science and Technology), Technology Bhavan, New Mehrauli Road, New Delhi (Kind Attn: Shri B.S.Rawat, Joint Secretary) for information.

2- Engineer-in-Chief's Branch/E1A, Integrated HQ of MoD(Army), Kashmir House, New Delhi-110011, for information. The personnel No. of the officer (Lt Gen Girish Kumar) is IC-39812K

3- Military Secretary/MS-X, Integrated HQ of MoD(Army), South Block, New Delhi-110011 for information. The personnel No. of the officer (Lt Gen Girish Kumar) is IC-39812K.

4- PCDA(O), Pune-411001, for information with reference to CDA(O) A/C No. of the officer is No.18/311/158239 H, whose personnel No. is IC-39812K.

5- DG/ADG, MS (MOGSGS) New Delhi-11

6- 501FSEG/CAMS/ADMC/DIGIT.

7- SG/DSG(Tech)/ DSG(Admn.)/DAF/ASG.

8- Addl. SGs – Eastern Zone/North-Eastern Zone/Central Zone/Western Zone/Southern Zone/Northern Zone/Printing Zone, D.Dun/Specialized Zone, Dehra Dun/ISISM.


10- CP&AO, Dehra Dun/ RP&AO, Hyderabad/ Jaipur / Kolkata.

11- I/C, GISTC/OC(WSU)/PO/Ts/ AD(OL)/ASO/ E&AO (A)/ E&AO (B)/ E&AO (C) (SGO)